1) Health, Safety & Environment
   No reportable incidents.

2) McMurdo Operations
   • Personnel on Site:
     Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Chad Carpenter, Daren Blythe, Justin Burnett, Jeff Lemery, Dennis Duling, Robin Bolsey
   • Summary:
     - General: Roving drill and miscellaneous parts crates moved onto berms; parts inventoried. Ice Cube independent firn drill (IFD) delivered to roving drill assembly area. A few more supplies (plumbing and electrical parts) acquired from town to take to SLW.
     - We are still on schedule for initial camp put-in on 14 January. Drill personnel on this flight TBA.

3) Upcoming Events/Tasking:
   • Pack any cargo not associated with main drill that will be returning to Lincoln.

4) General Issues:
   • None to report.

5) Weather Conditions
   • Temperatures ranged between 25 and 35ºF during the day. Partly cloudy w/ light winds.

6) Vehicles/Generators
   • Vehicles in use: None.
   • Generators in use: All gens packed for traverse.

7) ASC Interfacing
   • Traverse logged 60 miles yesterday.

8) Cargo
   No cargo delivered today. Outgoing cargo activities described above.

Compiled by Daren Blythe for the WISSARD drill team